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ABSTRACT: From a perspective of sustainable development and practical applications, there has been a great need for the design
of advanced polylactide (PLA) biocomposites that are flame-retardant, ultraviolet (UV)-resistant, and mechanically strong by using
biomass-derived additives. Unfortunately, the achievement of a desirable performance portfolio remains unsatisfactory because of
improper design strategies. Herein, we report the design of lignin-derived multifunctional bioadditives (TP-g-lignin) with tunable
chemical compositions through graft polymerization of a phosphorus-/nitrogen-containing vinyl monomer (TP). Our results show
that the incorporation of 5.0 wt % of TP-g-lignin (at a lignin-to-TP ratio of 1:4 by mass) enables PLA to achieve a desirable flame
retardancy rating meeting the UL-94 V-0 industrial standard requirements. Meanwhile, the final PLA composite exhibits an
exceptional UV-shielding capability. Moreover, with 5.0 wt % of the bio-derived additive, the elastic modulus of PLA is increased by
∼26%, while mechanical strength is fully retained due to engineered favorable interfaces. This work offers an innovative and
sustainable strategy for creating bio-based multifunctional additives by using industrial lignin waste and further the application of
PLA in the areas of packaging, fabrics, electronics, automobiles, etc.

■ INTRODUCTION

Increasing environmental issues (e.g., microplastics) have
significantly highlighted the urgent need for developing
biodegradable polymers and polymer composites. To this
end, polylactide (PLA) has recently been developed and is
growingly replacing traditional petroleum-derived nonbiode-
gradable polymers widely used in the areas of packaging, fibers,
electronics and electricals, automobiles, etc., because of its
excellent mechanical strength, ease of processing, high
transparency, and renewable and biodegradable features.1−3

Unfortunately, the intrinsic high flammability significantly
hinders its practical applications in these industrial fields.4,5

Additionally, PLA also suffers poor resistance to ultraviolet
(UV) light and readily undergoes oxidative degradation when
exposed to UV light.6 Hence, it has been desirable to develop
multifunctional additives that can enhance flame-retardant and

UV-shielding properties of PLA without compromising its
mechanical strength and biodegradability.7,8

Until now, numerous efforts have been made to reduce the
flammability of PLA by developing a variety of flame
retardants, such as metal oxides9−12 and phosphorus-based
fillers13−16 and their combinations,11,12,15,17,18 nitrogen-con-
taining compounds,18−20 polymeric flame retardants,21,22 and
2D23−25 and 1D26,27 nanomaterials. Many of these flame
retardants are effective in PLA in terms of increasing the
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limited oxygen index (LOI) value, vertical burning test grades,
and reducing the heat release rate during burning. A typical
example is that the addition of 3 wt % phenyl phosphonic
piperazine (PPP) enables PLA to achieve a high LOI of 32.5
vol % and an UL-94 V-0 rating.5 Recently, Song et al. reported
an MXene−phenyl phosphonic diaminohexane (MXene−
PPDA) nanohybrid as one flame retardant for PLA which
exhibited an UL-94 V-0 rating and a ∼22.2% reduction in peak
heat release rate (PHRR) with 1.0 wt % of MXene−PPDA.24
Despite high efficiency, these flame retardants prepared from
petrochemical-based materials are not sustainable, thus
affecting the sustainability of the resulting PLA material to
some extent, in some cases, also giving rise to reduced
mechanical strength.
As compared to flame retardancy, there have been limited

reports aiming to improve the anti-UV property of PLA.28,29

To this end, we have recently constructed a transparent
multilayer coating on the PLA film by the layer-by-layer
assembly of renewable tannic acid and hydroxypropyl
methylcellulose. The resultant coated PLA film presents
excellent UV-shielding properties that show strong depend-
ency on the number of assembly cycles.30 Another example is
that graphene oxide loaded with ZnO nanoparticles (GO-
ZnO) was added into PLA by solution blending. The final
PLA/GO-ZnO nanocomposite films exhibit strong UV
resistance and enhanced tensile strength at a low content of
GO-ZnO.31 Very recently, Fei et al. have reported a boron-
based macrocycle flame retardant (BMC) which can
substantially improve flame-retardant, UV-shielding, and
mechanical properties of PLA at 3.0 wt % of the loading
level.32 However, nonbiodegradable BMC can have a negative
impact on the biodegradability of the resultant PLA
composites. Therefore, it has been highly attractive to develop
bio-based multifunctional additives that combine superior
flame-retardant, UV-shielding, and mechanical reinforcement
functions.
Lignin, one of the most abundant and relatively inexpensive

sustainable feedstocks, has shown great potential for creating
polymer biocomposites as fillers or functional additives to
lower the cost or endow certain functions.33 Interestingly,
lignin has been used to improve the thermal oxidation stability
and flame retardancy of some polymers including polypropy-
lene,34−36 acrylonitrile−butadiene−styrene copolymer,37 and
PLA.38 The flame retardancy of lignin essentially arises from its
high reactivity toward radicals and ability to generate a high

amount of char residue, which can inhibit the combustion and
reduce the heat release of polymeric materials.35 However,
lignin alone cannot serve as a flame retardant for polymers
because of much lower flame retardancy than conventional
flame retardants.5 Recently, lignin has demonstrated an
excellent UV-blocking capability in PLA only at very low
loading levels due to its aromatic ring structure.38 Based on
aforementioned advances, there are abundant opportunities to
develop lignin-based multifunctional additives that are able to
simultaneously enhance flame-retardant, UV-blocking, and
mechanical properties of PLA.
This work aims to synthesize lignin-derived multifunctional

additives (TP-g-lignin) by graft polymerization of a phospho-
rus-containing monomer (TP) onto lignin (see Scheme 1) and
to investigate its effect on the flame retardancy, UV-shielding,
and mechanical properties of PLA. The chemical composition
of TP-g-lignin can be readily tailored by simply tuning the
feeding ratio of TP and lignin. Our results show that as-
designed TP-g-lignin can impart good flame retardancy and
outstanding UV shielding to PLA. The addition of 5.0 wt % of
TP-g-lignin (the ratio of TP and lignin is 1:4) gives rise to an
UL-94 V-0 rating, decreases the UV transmission by ∼92 and
∼99% in UV-A and UV-B regions, respectively, namely, an
excellent UV-shielding property, and increases the elastic
modulus of PLA blends by ∼26% while retaining the tensile
strength of the bulk PLA. This work opens an innovative and
sustainable approach for the design of bio-based multifunc-
tional additives, which opens up abundant opportunities to
improve the value-added utilization of industrial lignin and to
create high-performance polymeric materials.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. PLA granules (Nature Works 4032D) were supplied by

Cargill Dow Inc. (America). Enzymatic hydrolysis lignin was
purchased from Shandong Longli Technology Co., Ltd., China. An
unsaturated aliphatic isocyanate(3-isopropenyl-α,α-dimethylbenzyl
isocyanate, TMI) and pentaerythritol phosphate alcohol (PEPA)
were provided by Sigma and Wuhan Yuancheng Gongchuang
Technology Co., Ltd., China, respectively. Sodium chloride (NaCl),
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and hydrochloric acid were bought from
Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., China. All the chemicals were
of reagent grade and used as received.

Synthesis of the Lignin-Derived Flame Retardant (TP-g-
Lignin). Scheme 1 presents the synthesis route to TP-g-lignin.
Typically, 5 g (∼0.05 mol) of PEPA was first dissolved in 50 mL of
dimethylformamide (DMF) with the aid of stirring. Then, 12.1 g

Scheme 1. Schematic Representation for the Synthetic Route to Lignin-Derived Flame Retardants (TP-g-Lignin)
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(∼0.06 mol) of TMI was introduced to the PEPA solution, and the
reaction was continued for 4 h at 50 °C to ensure the complete
reaction of TMI. After the reaction was over, the reaction mixture was
poured into 300 mL of distilled water to precipitate the intermediate
TP. TP was subsequently collected by filtration and dried at 40 °C for
8 h under reduced pressure.
2.1 g of NaCl was first added into a 100 mL one-necked flask

containing 40 mL of DMF, and the mixture was magnetically stirred
for 10 min until NaCl was dissolved completely. Then, 2.0 g of lignin
was introduced into the solution which was allowed to stir for another
20 min and slowly heated to 50 °C. A predesigned amount of TP (2,
4, 8, and 16 g, corresponding to a lignin/TP ratio of 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, and
1:8, respectively) was subsequently dropped into the solution, to
which 2.0 mL of H2O2 was then added. After maintaining at 50 °C for
24 h, the graft reaction was stopped by slowly pouring the mixture
into an excessive diluted solution of HCl. The target product TP-g-
lignin was obtained by filtering the precipitate, washing with
deionized water at least three times, and then drying in a vacuum
oven at 60 °C for 24 h. The graft degree (GD) of lignin by TP was
calculated by eq 1, where W1 and W2 refer to the masses of lignin
before and after graft polymerization, respectively.

W W
W

GD 100%2 1

1
=

−
×

(1)

Preparation of PLA/TP-g-Lignin. Prior to melt blending, both
PLA pellets and PLA, the finely ground TP-g-lignin powder was
completely dried in a vacuum oven at 70 °C for 12 h. PLA pellets with
different contents of TP-g-lignin (3, 5, and 10 wt %) were then melt-
mixed using a ThermoHaake Torque Rheometer (Germany) at 175
°C for 10 min with a rotation speed of 60 rpm/min. For the sake of
simple designation of the PLA/xTLy composite, x is the mass fraction
of TP-g-lignin, whereas TL and y refer to TP-g-lignin and the feed
ratio of TP to lignin, respectively. For example, PLA/10TL2 implies
that the PLA composite contains 10 wt % of TP-g-lignin (1:2) with a
TP/lignin feed ratio of 2. The PLA/xTLy biocomposites were hot-
pressed at 10 MPa into samples with standard sizes for further
measurements, followed by quickly cooling to room temperature. The
neat PLA sample was also prepared according to the same processing
protocol for comparison.
Characterizations. Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded on a

Bruker Vector 22 Fourier transform IR (FTIR) spectrometer by using
a KBr pellet pressing method over 32 scans in the range of 4000−400
cm−1. 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) spectra of TP-g-
lignin were recorded at room temperature on a Bruker AVANCE
AVII-600 NMR instrument, with (CD3)2SO as the solvent and
tetramethylsilane as the internal standard. Elemental analysis (EA)
measurements were taken on a Vario EL Cube elemental analyzer.
Each sample was measured three times, and the mean values were
reported. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was performed
with PL-GPC220 eluting with DMF at room temperature under the
flowing rate of 1 mL/min. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements
were carried out on an X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku Co., Tokyo,
Japan) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.1542 nm). Laser Raman
spectroscopy measurements were carried out at room temperature
with a LabRAM HR800 with an excitation wavenumber of 325 nm in
a scanning range of 200−4500 cm−1.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) tests were carried out on a

TASDTQ600 (TA Instruments, USA) thermogravimetric analyzer.
Typically, about 8.0 mg of the sample was heated from room
temperature to 800 °C at a heating rate of 20 °C/min under a
nitrogen atmosphere. A differential scanning calorimeter Q600 was
used to determine the glass-transition temperature (Tg) and melt
behaviors of PPP and PLA composites with a heating rate of 10 °C/
min in a temperature range of 25−230 °C. All the samples were dried
in vacuum at 70 °C overnight. The degree of crystallinity (χc) was
calculated according to eq 2

H H w H(%) ( )/( )c m cc f m
0χ = Δ − Δ Δ (2)

where ΔHm is the enthalpy of melting, ΔHcc is the enthalpy of cold
crystallization, ΔHm is the enthalpy assuming 100% crystalline pure
PLA (93 J g−1),33 and wf is the weight fraction of PLA in the
composite.

A field emission scanning electron microscope (SU8010) was used
to investigate the dispersion of TP-g-lignin within the polymer matrix
and their interfaces at an accelerating voltage of 3 kV. The field-
emission scanning electron microscope was coupled with an energy-
dispersive spectrometer microanalyzer to analyze elemental compo-
sitions. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL 2100F) was
used to determine the dispersion of TP-g-lignin within the PLA matrix
at an operating of 200 kV. For the TEM observation of the PLA
composite, the samples with a thickness of ca. 80 nm were obtained
by freezing ultrathin sectioning. The TEM images were then analyzed
with the aid of image analysis software by randomly choosing over
100 TP-g-lignin domains. The number-average diameter (Dn) was
calculated by measuring the diameter of each domain according to eq
3

D ND N/
i

i n

i i
i

i n

in
1 1

∑ ∑=
=

=

=

=

(3)

LOI was measured on a JF-3 oxygen index meter (Jiangning,
China) with sheet dimensions of 130 × 6.5 × 3 mm3 according to
ISO4589-1984. The UL-94 rating was tested according to the UL-94
(ASTM D 63577) standard. The sample has a size of 130 × 13 × 3.2
mm3. The assessment standard of UL-94 ratings is listed in Table 1.

The flammability properties of samples were evaluated using a cone
calorimeter in an FTT UK device according to ISO 5660 with an
incident flux of 35 kW/m2. The sample has a size of 100 × 100 × 3.0
mm3. Typically, the results from the cone calorimeter tests can be
reproduced within 5%, and the data reported here were the means of
triplicate experiments. TGA/IR spectrometry (TG-IR) was carried
out with the same instrument above coupled with an FTIR (Thermo
Nicolet iS10, Thermo Scientific, Germany) spectroscope.

The UV protection factor (UPF) for both PLA and its composite
films was measured by using a UV transmittance analyzer (UV-1000F,
Labsphere Inc., USA) according to the AS/NZS 4399:2017 standard.
The measurements were scanned in a UV region from 250 to 450 nm
at a relative humidity of 60% at 20 °C. The UPF was calculated based
on the following equation,39,40 referring to GB/T 18830-2002.

E S

E S T
UPF 290

400

290

400

∫

∫
=

· ·Δλ

· · ·Δλ

λ λ

λ λ λ

where Eλ, Sλ, and Tλ are, respectively, the solar spectral irradiance (W
m−2 nm−1), the relative erythema effect, and the spectral trans-
mittance ratio, and Δλ is the wavelength interval (nm).

Mechanical property testing was determined on a WD-5 electronic
universal tensile tester with a crosshead rate of 5.0 mm/min, and all
samples were measured in quintuplicate.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of TP-g-Lignin. As shown in Figure 1a,

several absorption peaks located at 3061 cm−1 (νC−H), 2950
cm−1 (νC−H), 2253 cm−1 (νNCO), 1690 cm−1 (νCO), and

Table 1. Assessment Standard of UL-94 Rating Testinga

rating burning time
burn out
(yes/no)

ignite cotton
(yes/no)

V-0 t1 < 10 s, t2 < 10 s, t2 + t3 < 30 s no no
V-1 t1 < 30 s, t2 < 30 s, t2 + t3 < 60 s no no
V-2 t1 < 30 s, t2 < 30 s, t2 + t3 < 60 s no yes
NR yes yes

at1, t2, and t3 represent the first, second, and third times of a sample
from ignition to burning out, respectively.
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1631 cm−1 (νCC) are found in the IR spectrum of TMI.41

Besides characteristic absorption peaks (e.g., νC−H) from the
TMI molecules, the absorption peaks at 1260 cm−1 (νPO)
and 1120 cm−1 (νP−O−C) arise from PEPA. Moreover, the
characteristic peak of the NCO group in TMI disappears,
accompanied by the increased intensity for CO bonds,
clearly indicating the reaction between TMI and PEPA. In
addition, a new absorption peak at 3344 cm−1 (νN−H) appears
together with the disappearance of the absorption peaks
centered at 3392 cm−1 (νO−H) in PEPA. Additionally, 1H
NMR is further employed to further characterize the chemical
structure of TP.42 The 1H NMR spectrum of TP (see Figure
1b) clearly exhibits several chemical shifts at 1.3 ppm (H-7),
2.1 ppm (H-2), 3.7 ppm (H-9), 4.6 ppm (H-8), 5.4−5.1 ppm
(H-1 and H-1′), and 8.0−6.0 ppm (H-3, H-4, H-5, and H-6).
Both IR and 1H NMR results prove the successful synthesis of
the intermediate TP.
The IR spectra of the pristine lignin, TP, and four kinds of

TP-g-lignin are shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting

Information. In comparison to the lignin, the spectrum of
TP-g-lignin exhibits a new sharp peak appearing at 1593 cm−1

(νC(O)−N, in carbamate) and several new absorption bands at
1270 cm−1 (νPO), 2970 cm−1 (νC−H in CH3), and ∼1100
cm−1 (νP−O/C−O), all of which are from the intermediate TP. In
addition, the absorption peak at 1640 cm−1 (νCC, in TP
molecules) completely disappears, manifesting that there are
no unreacted intermediates in the obtained products. The IR
results are further evidenced by the 1H NMR, as shown in
Figure 1c. The chemical shifts at 7.6−6.3 ppm (aromatic
protons, H-2, H-3, and H-4), 3.4 ppm (hydroxyl groups,
marked by H-1), and 3.7 ppm (protons in methoxyl groups, H-
5) can be observed in the 1H NMR spectrum of the pristine
lignin.41 In contrast, the signals of aromatic protons
prominently turn weak and more small peaks appear at 7.6−
6.3 ppm in the 1H NMR spectrum of TP-g-lignin, which are
attributed to aromatic protons in TP (H-6, H-7, H-8, and H-
9). Besides, the chemical shift centered at ca. 3.5 ppm arises
from hydroxyl/methoxyl groups (H-1 and H-5) and methylene

Figure 1. (a) IR spectra of the intermediate TP and PEPA and TMI; 1H NMR spectra of (b) TP and (c) lignin and four kinds of TP-g-lignin.

Table 2. GPC and EA Results for Lignin and Four Kinds of TP-g-Lignin Products

run GDa (wt %) Mn
b (g/mol) Mw

b (g/mol) D̵b P (wt %) N (wt %) C (wt %) O (wt %)

lignin nil 1490 2620 1.75 0.00 0.99 61.9 31.3
TP-g-lignin (1:1) 50 ± 0.6 3640 7400 2.03 0.91 3.33 66.8 22.1
TP-g-lignin (1:2) 52 ± 0.8 3810 7510 1.97 1.60 1.61 61.5 29.5
TP-g-lignin (1:4) 60 ± 1.1 4370 7400 1.69 4.17 2.52 63.3 23.5
TP-g-lignin (1:8) 56 ± 1.0 4010 6530 1.63 2.98 4.32 67.8 17.9

aGD refers to the graft degree calculated by eq 1. bMn, Mw, and D̵ refer to the number-average molecular weight, weight-average molecular weight,
and polymerization dispersity degree, respectively.
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groups (H-14), and a new chemical shift at 8.0 ppm is ascribed
to the amino group (H-13). Moreover, the chemical shift at
5.4−5.1 ppm (H-1 and H-1′ in TP) disappears in the spectrum
of TP-g-lignin, indicating no residual intermediate TP in the
final TP-g-lignin. The above changes in both IR and 1H NMR
spectra clearly demonstrate the successful preparation of TP-g-
lignin.
As shown in Table 2, the GD of lignin for TP-g-lignin is

basically in the range of 50−60% and a maximum GD value of
60% is achieved when the lignin/TP ratio is 1:4. Meanwhile,
the number-average molecular weight (Mn) of TP-g-lignin is
found to increase from 1490 g/mol of pure lignin to 3640 g/
mol of TP-g-lignin (1:1) and further increase to the peak value,
4370 g/mol of TP-g-lignin (1:4), and then marginally decrease
with increasing TP/lignin ratios. The weight-average molecular
weight (Mw) follows the same trend as Mn. Considering that
the molecular weight of TP is 381 g/mol, the mean
polymerization degree (n) of TP-g-lignin (1:4) is 7−8,
whereas the n value is only 5−6. This is reasonable if the
relatively large steric hindrance of TP is considered. EA results
show that the pure lignin mainly contains 61.9 wt % of C and
31.3 wt % of O as well as a trace amount of the element N
(∼0.99 wt %) due to impurity (see Table 2). With regard to
the TP-g-lignin, the relative contents of P, N, and C increase

accompanied by a decreased O content because of the
introduction of TP. Similar to the trend of Mn, the P content
of TP-g-lignin increases from 0.91 wt % of TP-g-lignin (1:1) to
4.17 wt % of TP-g-lignin (1:4) and then drops to 2.98 wt % of
TP-g-lignin (1:8). Therefore, TP-g-lignin (1:4) possesses the
highest GD value and phosphorus contents, thus expecting to
show better flame retardancy in PLA.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis results

show that the glass-transition temperature (Tg) of lignin is
about 150.5 °C (see Figure 2a). After grafting with TP, the Tg
of TP-g-lignin shows a significant decrease to around 98.6 °C
for four TP-g-lignin products regardless of the lignin/TP ratios,
which is essentially due to the insignificant difference in their
polymerization degrees (n). Moreover, the relatively soft
structure of TP contributes to the reduced Tg value of lignin,
which, in turn, further proves the successful graft of TP onto
the lignin. It should be noted that both lignin and TP-g-lignin
do not show melting temperatures below 230 °C.
TGA tests allow us to determine the thermal stability and

charring capability of functionalized lignin.43 Under N2
conditions, the pristine lignin starts to degrade from 226 °C
(Ti, the initial degradation temperature where a 5 wt % mass
loss occurs), leaving a high char residue of 44.9 wt % at 600 °C
(see Figure 2b). Interestingly, TP-g-lignin exhibits lower Tis

Figure 2. (a) DSC and (b) TGA curves of the pristine lignin and as-synthesized TP-g-lignin with various lignin/TP ratios. aTi and CY refer to the
initial thermal degradation temperature where a 5 wt % mass loss occurs and the char yield at 600 °C, respectively.

Figure 3. UL-94 ratings of PLA and its biocomposites based on lignin, PEPA, and TP-g-lignin.
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and lower char residues, which are primarily due to the earlier
degradation (Ti: 203 °C) and the lower char residue (19.2 wt
%) of TP than lignin. It should be noted that the TP-g-lignin
(1:4) produces the smallest char residue of only 26.0 wt %
because of its higher GD of TP, as evidenced by GPC and EA
results. Despite this, all TP-g-lignin still show high char
residues above 26.0 wt %. At high temperatures, the phosphate
ester groups in TP-g-lignin decompose into phosphorus-
containing species (e.g., phosphoric acid), promoting the
formation a high-quality char residue.35,44

Vertical Burning Tests. In order to reduce the workloads,
the flame retardancy efficiency of four kinds of TP-g-lignin is
initially screened by using widely used vertical burning (UL-
94) tests in the industry. As plotted in Figure 3, the control
PLA fails in the vertical burning test with no flame retardancy
rating (‘NR’) as it immediately burns vigorously accompanied
by the droplet upon ignited. Similarly, the PLA composites
containing either 10 wt % of lignin or TP-g-lignin (1:1) fail to
pass the UL-94 tests due to their limited flame retardancy
effectiveness. In comparison, the addition of 10% of PEPA
enables PLA to achieve a V-2 rating because the high P content
in PEPA facilitates the formation of an intact char residue
which can suppress the dripping of PLA during burning. As for
TP-g-lignin (1:2) (TL2), only PLA with 10% TL2 can pass a
UL-94 V-0 rating. For both TL4 and TL8, the final PLA
composites can achieve a V-0 rating if their loading level
reaches 5% or more, mainly because they have higher
phosphorus contents (see Table 2). During vertical burning
tests, TP-g-lignin can produce higher amounts of phosphate
species, which can inhibit the burning of PLA by quenching
free radicals, and also promote the formation of a more
compact char residue with the aid of the char residue from the

degradation of lignin.45 Also, the droplet produced during
combustion facilitates to take away a large amount of heat, thus
leading to the extinguishment.46 The above vertical burning
results allow us to focus on investigating the comprehensive
properties of the PLA composites showing a UL-94 V-0 rating
and that with 10 wt % of TL1, lignin, or PEPA for comparison
in the following section. In addition, it should be noted that
the Mn of PLA decreases slightly from 90,810 to 83,040 g/mol,
while that of TP-g-lignin (TL4) decreases from 4370 to 3740
g/mol after melt processing due to high shear forces. This,
however, may have a certain impact on the overall perform-
ances on the PLA composites.

Dispersion of TP-g-Lignin. TEM images provide visual
observation of the dispersion of lignin and its derivatives within
the PLA matrix47 since their dispersion controls comprehen-
sive performances of the resultant PLA composites.48 The
pristine lignin exhibits a stripe-like phase with a size of 0.5−2.5
μm in diameter, while PEPA shows a granular morphology in
the matrix (see Figure S2, Supporting Information). Similarly,
the TL4 phase shows an irregular morphology but a much
larger phase domain size (1−5 μm) than lignin and PEPA. As
presented in Figures 4 and S4, granular domains or voids in a
submicron size are found in all the PLA/TP-g-lignin
composites. Although there are a few large agglomerates,
many fine TP-g-lignin particles are found to uniformly disperse
within the PLA matrix. It should be noted that part of the TP-
g-lignin/PLA matrix interface can be found to break (see
Figure 4c,f), which is mostly likely due to the ultrathin section
process given a large stiffness difference between them.
Overall, there is an insignificant difference in the phase

domain size for PLA/10TL1, PLA/10TL2, and PLA/10TL4,
for example, their number-average domain size (Dn) falls in the

Figure 4. Dispersion of TP-g-lignin within the PLA matrix. TEM images of (a) PLA/10TL1, (b) PLA/10TL2, (c) PLA/10TL4, (d) PLA/3TL8,
(e) PLA/5TL8, and (f) PLA/10TL8.
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range of 0.27−0.34 μm. In a sharp contrast, PLA/10TL8
shows a much larger Dn value approaching 0.99 μm. In
addition, the domain size of TP-g-lignin (TL8) gradually
increases from 0.34 ± 0.04 to 0.99 ± 1.76 μm when its loading
level increases from 3 to 10 wt %. On the whole, although it is
easy to identify the TP-g-lignin phase and the interfaces with
the PLA matrix, there still exist strong interfacial interactions
between them, as evidenced by many fine phase domains,
especially in the PLA/TL8 system.49

Thermal Properties. The impacts of TP-g-lignin on the
glass transition and crystallization behavior of the PLA host are
also examined (see Figure S3, Supporting Information), with
detailed results listed in Table 3. The neat PLA displays a glass-
transition temperature (Tg) of 62.4 °C, a small exothermic
peak of cold crystallization at 109.2 °C, and a Tm centered at
169.6 °C. Interestingly, the addition of lignin, PEPA, or TP-g-
lignin decreases the Tg due to their plasticization effect on
PLA. Unexpectedly, only one Tg is found for all PLA
composites despite much higher Tg values of both lignin
(150.5 °C) and TP-g-lignin (98.6 °C) (see Table 2), most

likely due to their low loading levels and the formation of large
agglomerates. In addition, at high contents (10 wt %) of lignin
or TP-g-lignin, the Tcc of PLA shifts to higher temperatures to
different extents. This is probably because the presence of rigid
TP-g-lignin molecules restricts the arrangement of PLA chains,
thus giving rise to high Tcc values. Although there is one very
weak shoulder melting peak for the bulk PLA, two melting
peaks are observed for the PLA composites containing either
TL2 or TL8, probably because they participate in the
crystallinity process of PLA. In addition, the main melting
peak decreases to some extent in the presence of additives
regardless of their kinds owing to their restriction effects,
leading to imperfect crystallization of PLA,50 as reflected by the
decreased degree of crystallinity (χc), particularly at high
loading levels (see Table 3).
TGA measurements are used to evaluate the thermal

stability and charring capability of PLA and its composites.51

Because of lower Ti values of both lignin and TP-g-lignin than
PLA (see Figure 2b), the addition of lignin or TP-g-lignin leads
to a reduced Ti which further decreases at a higher loading

Table 3. Detailed Thermal Parameters of PLA and Its Composites Obtained from DSC and TGA Measurements

sample Tg
a (°C) Tcc

a (°C) Tm1
a (°C) Tm2

a (°C) χc
a (%) Ti

b (°C) Tmax
b (°C) CYb (wt %)

PLA 62.4 109.2 169.6 8.01 339 372 0.83
PLA/10lignin 60.5 113.0 162.0 168.3 1.20 322 365 4.30
PLA/10PEPA 60.8 107.0 164.9 5.65 328 370 1.28
PLA/10TL2 57.4 112.1 157.8 166.5 5.29 263 372 3.17
PLA/5TL4 59.3 104.6 157.3 167.0 9.60 310 369 1.38
PLA/10TL4 56.9 130.6 163.8 3.69 242 367 2.83
PLA/5TL8 57.7 107.2 157.1 166.5 9.76 292 355 1.27
PLA/10TL8 52.5 114.0 149.7 159.8 4.92 263 372 1.35

aTg, Tcc, Tm, and χc refer to the glass-transition temperature, cold crystallization temperature, melting temperature, and degree of crystallization,
respectively. bTi, Tmax, and CY imply the initial thermal degradation temperature where a 5 wt % weight loss occurs, the maximum weight loss
temperature, and the char yield at 700 °C, respectively.

Figure 5. (a,b) TGA and (c,d) derivative thermogravimetry curves of PLA and its composites under nitrogen conditions.
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level for both TL4 and TL8. For instance, the Ti decreases
from 339.0 °C for PLA to 310 °C for PLA/5TL4 and then to
242 °C for PLA/10TL8 (see Figure 5 and Table 3). Similarly,
the Tmax of the PLA composites shares a similar trend to Ti but
decreases in a slight manner, indicating that the presence of TL
does not significantly change the main thermal degradation
process of PLA. Moreover, the char residue at 700 °C also
increases from 0.83 wt % of PLA to 1.38 and 2.83 wt % for
PLA/5TL4 and PLA/10TL4, respectively, indicating that the
pyrolytic products (phosphate species) of TP can catalyze the
carbonization of both PLA and lignin to form char residues to
some extent.
Flame Retardancy. Cone calorimetry provides a wealth of

significant information on the burning behavior of a material in
a real fire.52 The PHRR and total heat release (THR) curves of
PLA and its composites are presented in Figures 6 and S5 of
the Supporting Information, with detailed data summarized in
Table 4. The time to ignition (tign) of the PLA composites
shortens upon the addition of lignin, PEPA, or TP-g-lignin due
to the lower initial thermal degradation temperatures (Ti) than
the PLA matrix (see Figure 5 and Table 3). The addition of
lignin or PEPA gives rise to a reduced PHRR and THR and an
increased char yield of PLA because of their very high char
residues which can serve as a physical barrier against
combustion heat. Despite the reduced heat release rate, both
fillers fail to make PLA pass the UL-94 test (Figure 3 and
Table 4). It should be noted that there is no direct relationship
between the UL-94 rating and cone calorimeter results,
particularly the PHRR reduction, because of their completely
different measurement protocols. Moreover, it strongly
depends on the mode of action of flame-retardant additives.4,5

By contrast, the addition of TP-g-lignin increases the PHRR
value of PLA, and the PHRR increases further with increasing
loading levels of them regardless of their compositions. For
instance, an 11% increase in the PHRR at 5.0 wt % of TL4 and
an ∼31% increase at 10 wt % TL4. This anomalous
antagonistic effect is essentially due to the higher carbon
content in TP-g-lignin than lignin and the presence of
flammable TMI components (see Table 2), which releases
more hydrocarbon compounds as fuels, thus leading to higher
heat release during combustion. In addition, the earlier
decomposition of TP-g-lignin than PLA can aid the heat
release rate of the PLA composites. This can be evidenced by a
lower PHRR for PLA/10% lignin because of lignin having a
higher Ti than any TP-g-lignin. For this reason, the addition of
TP-g-lignin even slightly reduces the THR value compared to
PLA instead of an increase, for example, a THR of 65.6 MJ/m3

for PLA/5TL4 with respect to 66.3 MJ/m3 for the PLA host
(see Figure 6b and Table 4). The slight reduction in the THR
value is probably attributed to the lower THR of TP-g-lignin
than the PLA matrix. In addition, there is no significant change
in the average mass loss rate (AMLR) before and after lignin,
PEPA, and any TP-g-lignin.
The LOI tester is another widely used tool to assess the

flame retardancy of a material. The neat PLA shows a low LOI
value of only 20.1%. The addition of 10 wt % lignin does not
contribute to the LOI value, whereas the same loading level of
PEPA significantly increases the LOI value to 26.1%, implying
that it is an efficient flame retardant for PLA as a material with
a LOI value above 26.0% is considered nonflammable despite
an UL-94 V-2 rating. Regarding the PLA/TL composites
showing an UL-94 V-0 rating, their LOI values are all higher

Figure 6. (a) Heat release rate and (b) total heat release curves of PLA, PLA/5TL-4, and PLA/5TL8 at an incident heat flux of 35 kW/m2.

Table 4. Detailed Flame Retardancy Parameters of PLA and Its Composites Obtained from UL-94, Cone Calorimetry, and
LOI Measurements

sample UL-94 rating tign
a (s) PHRRa (kW/m2) THRa (kW/m2) AMLRa (g/s) CYa (wt %) LOI (%)

PLA NR 66 ± 1 417 ± 25 66.3 ± 2.5 0.0980 ± 0.005 0.44 ± 0.08 20.1
PLA/10Lignin NR 48 ± 1 304 ± 14 54.9 ± 2.0 0.0858 ± 0.004 8.66 ± 0.75 20.2
PLA/10PEPA V-2 57 ± 1 391 ± 20 56.8 ± 1.9 0.1036 ± 0.007 10.4 ± 0.82 26.1
PLA/10TL2 V-0 58 ± 1 438 ± 28 61.6 ± 2.2 0.0904 ± 0.006 5.08 ± 0.32 22.2
PLA/5TL4 V-0 55 ± 1 461 ± 30 65.6 ± 2.5 0.0995 ± 0.004 2.14 ± 0.25 24.0
PLA/10TL4 V-0 52 ± 1 547 ± 27 66.6 ± 2.6 0.0956 ± 0.005 3.13 ± 0.33 22.5
PLA/5TL8 V-0 60 ± 1 480 ± 24 65.0 ± 2.7 0.0927 ± 0.004 0.44 ± 0.14 24.0
PLA/10TL8 V-0 56 ± 1 522 ± 30 65.4 ± 2.4 0.1023 ± 0.008 1.30 ± 0.23 26.6

atign, PHRR, THR, AMLR, and CY refer to the time to ignition, peak of heat release rate, total heat release, average mass loss rate, and char yield,
respectively.
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than those of the pure PLA and PLA/10lignin to different
extents, indicative of improved flame retardancy. Interestingly,
there is nearly no change in the LOI values for PLA/TL as the
ratio of TP and lignin decreases (e.g., 22.2% for PLA/10TL2
and 22.5% for PLA/10TL4). Despite this, both PLA/5TL4
and PLA/5TL8 achieve the same LOI value of 24.0%, while
PLA/10TL8 exhibits a high LOI value of 26.6%, probably due
to a higher N content releasing more incombustible NH3 to
dilute fuels during burning (see Table 2).53 The TG-IR and
char residue investigations (see Figures S5−S7) reveal that as-
prepared TP-g-lignin mainly acts in the condensed phase by
forming a relatively intact char layer.54

UV-Shielding Properties. An excellent UV-shielding
property is highly required for packaging materials to prevent
light-sensitive products from damage during storage.8 The UV
transmittance curves for PLA and its composite films are
presented in Figure 7a, with detailed results on their UV-
blocking properties summarized in Table 5. Because of high
transparency, the pure PLA film exhibits a high UV
transmission, allowing the transmissions of ∼88% UV-A
(320−400 nm) and ∼81% UV-B (280−320 nm), giving rise
to a very low UPF of only 1.22 (no UPF rating), indicative of
its poor anti-UV property. Similarly, the inclusion of PEPA
nearly does not contribute to improving the UV-shielding
property of PLA, as reflected by a UPF as low as 1.5, namely,
no UPF rating.
With 10 wt % of lignin, the transmittance value strikingly

decreases in the whole UV region, with only ∼0.12 and
∼0.13% in the UV-A and UV-B regions, respectively. As a
result, the UPF value sharply increases to 500, which is far
beyond the critical value (50+) for an excellent protection UPF
rating. The superior UV shielding of lignin is essentially due to
the abundant aromatic rings in the lignin skeleton, which can
absorb the UV light energy effectively.59 With respect to TP-g-
lignin, its addition leads to excellent UV-shielding properties

and very high UPF values (see Table 5). Interestingly, the UPF
values of the PLA/TL composites are found to be strongly
dependent on the relative content of lignin in TP-g-lignin,
despite having an aromatic ring in its chemical structure. For
instance, for the PLA/10TL composites, TP-g-lignin (1:4)
with a lower lignin content gives rise to much lower UPF
values (161), whereas TP-g-lignin (1:2) with a lower TP
content leads to a much higher UPF value of 420 and a UPF
value of 252 for TP-g-lignin (1:8). In addition, as compared to
white transparent PLA and PLA/PEPA systems, the color of
the PLA films turns from dark brown (PLA/10lignin) to light
brown for TP-g-lignin at the same loading level (Figure 7b).
Similarly, the transparency percentage of light (% T) in the
visible light region (540−560 nm) decreases sharply for the
PLA/TL composites as compared to those for both PLA and
PLA/PEPA, with the PLA/5TL systems showing slightly
higher values than their PLA/10TL counterparts due to the
opaque feature of the TLs (Figure S6). In addition, the UV
shielding of PLA/TP-g-lignin is comparable to or better than
that of the PLA composite films containing other fillers (see
Table 6). Thus, the addition of only 5 wt % of TP-g-lignin (1:4
or 1:8) can endow the PLA matrix with an exceptional UV-
block capability without significantly affecting its transparency,
which ultimately helps expand the practical application of PLA

Figure 7. (a) UV transmittance curves and (b) digital images of the PLA film and its composites films.

Table 5. Detailed UPFs of PLA and Its Compositesa

run mean UV-A (%) mean UV-B (%) UPF UPF rating

PLA 87.6 ± 0.40 80.7 ± 0.60 1.22 ± 0.01 0 (poor)
PLA/10PEPA 73.2 ± 0.12 65.2 ± 0.18 1.50 ± 0.01 0 (poor)
PLA/10lignin 0.12 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.03 500 ± 1.0 50+ (excellent)
PLA/10TL2 0.24 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 420 ± 11 50+ (excellent)
PLA/5TL4 7.14 ± 0.41 1.13 ± 0.14 61.6 ± 7.7 50+ (excellent)
PLA/10TL4 2.89 ± 0.25 0.46 ± 0.03 161 ± 13 50+ (excellent)
PLA/5TL8 5.23 ± 0.33 1.42 ± 0.13 419 ± 10 50+ (excellent)
PLA/10TL8 1.52 ± 0.26 0.32 ± 0.02 252 ± 15 50+ (excellent)

aThe thickness of samples for UPF measurements is typically 200 ± 20 μm.

Table 6. UPFs of Reported PLA Systems Containing Other
Fillers

PLA composites mean UV-A (%) mean UV-B (%) refs

PLA/ZnO-HNT-7 0.64 ± 0.98 12 ± 0.77 55
PLA-RS-20 6 1 8
PLA/Cu2O-30/MF-sisal 0 56
PLA/BMC3% 3.370 0.053 57
PLA/BOZ30 1.7 58
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as a packaging material for UV-sensitive food or other
products.
Mechanical Properties. The dependence of mechanical

properties of PLA on the composition and contents of TP-g-
lignin is evaluated by tensile tests. As shown in Figure 8a−c
and Table 7, the bulk PLA displays a high tensile strength of
60.2 MPa and an elastic modulus of 2.4 GPa but a low break
strain of 12%. Upon the addition of lignin or PEPA, their
presence can enhance the elastic modulus to some extent but
significantly reduces the tensile strength by 28 and 39% (e.g.,

43.5 MPa for lignin and 36.9 MPa for PEPA), respectively.
Compared to them, the addition of TP-g-lignin (1:2, 1:4, and
1:8) can better preserve the strength of PLA, particularly for
TL4. For instance, the inclusion of 10 wt % TL2 gives rise to a
tensile strength of 53.7 MPa, which is only 11% reduction with
respect to the PLA host. While for the PLA/TL4 system, with
the addition of 5 wt % TL4, the tensile strength of PLA is fully
retained, reaching 60.6 MPa, and the elastic modulus is also
considerably increased to 3.02 GPa, a ca. 26% increase
compared to the PLA matrix, clearly indicating its mechanical

Figure 8. (a) Representative tensile stress−strain curves, (b) tensile strength, and (c) elastic modulus of PLA and its composites. SEM images
showing the fracture surface morphology of (d) PLA/10lignin, (e) PLA/5TL4, (f) PLA/5TL8, (g) PLA/10TL2, (h) PLA/10TL4, and (i) PLA/
10TL8.

Table 7. Detailed Mechanical Properties of PLA and Its Composites

run tensile strength (MPa) elastic modulus (GPa) break strain (%) toughness (MJ/m3)

PLA 60.2 ± 3.5 2.40 ± 0.23 12 ± 1.6 4.96 ± 0.82
PLA/10lignin 43.5 ± 2.2 3.01 ± 0.32 7.1 ± 0.5 1.53 ± 0.15
PLA/10PEPA 36.9 ± 2.9 3.37 ± 0.18 5.5 ± 2.2 1.47 ± 0.10
PLA/10TL2 53.7 ± 3.4 2.80 ± 0.13 9.2 ± 1.3 2.50 ± 0.25
PLA/5TL4 60.6 ± 3.9 3.02 ± 0.18 7.8 ± 0.9 2.27 ± 0.20
PLA/10TL4 54.7 ± 2.8 3.54 ± 0.19 8.2 ± 0.4 2.51 ± 0.18
PLA/5TL8 48.3 ± 3.4 3.63 ± 0.24 4.7 ± 1.3 0.78 ± 0.12
PLA/10TL8 36.3 ± 3.0 3.82 ± 0.54 3.5 ± 1.8 0.74 ± 0.15
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reinforcement effect. The tensile strength slightly decreases to
54.7 MPa, but the modulus continues to increase to 3.54 GPa
when the loading level of TL4 increases to 10 wt %.
Unexpectedly, the PLA/TL8 systems show noticeable
decreases in tensile strength but a remarkable augmented
elastic modulus (3.63 GPa for 5% loading and 3.82 GPa for
10% loading). Unfortunately, PLA/5TL4 still shows reduced
ductility or break strain relative to the PLA matrix despite the
plasticization effect of TL4 which is reflected by a reduced Tg
(see Table 3). This is mainly because the presence of some
TP-g-lignin agglomerates (see Figure S2c) serves as stress-
concentration sites to initiate microcracks during tensile tests,
thus giving rise to a decreased break strain.5,61,62 In addition, as
compared with the pure PLA, both the break strain and
toughness of all PLA composites are decreased to varied
extents, especially for PLA/TL8. Moreover, the toughness and
break strain of all PLA systems share a similar trend, which
appears to be inversely proportional to the change of elastic
modulus due to their mutually exclusive mechanical mecha-
nisms.48,63

In order to reveal how the lignin and TP-g-lignin impact the
mechanical property of PLA, the fractured surfaces of the PLA
composites are imaged (Figure 8d−i). Although lignin appears
to be uniformly dispersed within the PLA matrix (see Figure
S2, Supporting Information), there is a poor interfacial
adhesion between lignin and the PLA matrix and some large
holes (up to 5 μm in size) are observed (see Figure 8d). These
holes can act as stress-concentration sites to initiate micro-
cracks during stretching, thus resulting in reduced mechanical
strength. In comparison, for both PLA/5TL4 and PLA/5TL8,
there are nearly no holes observed, indicating good interfacial
compatibility (see Figure 8e,f). Moreover, PLA/5LL4 shows a
rougher fracture surface than PLA/5TL8, which accounts for
higher tensile strength and break strain.60 At a higher loading
level, TP-g-lignin (1:4) or TL4 (Figure 8h) clearly exhibits a
much stronger interface than TL2 (Figure 8g) and TL8
(Figure 8i), and it is difficult to identify the phase interfaces
due to strong interactions between the TP segments and the
PLA matrix. This finding not only fully explains why TL4 leads
to the best strength but also further confirms its highest GD.
From a perspective of overall performances, TP-g-lignin

(1:4) is the optimized functionalized lignin, and 5.0 wt % is the
optimum content to make PLA achieve the best performance
portfolio, namely, a UL-94 V-0 rating, excellent UV blocking, a
high tensile strength of 60.6 MPa, and a high stiffness of 3.02
GPa.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have successfully designed and synthesized
lignin-based multifunctional additives (TP-g-lignin) with
tunable chemical compositions by graft polymerization of a
phosphorus-/nitrogen-containing compound (TP). The PLA
composites with 5 wt % of TL4 or TP-g-lignin (1:4) achieve a
satisfactory UL-94 V-0 rating, meeting the industry require-
ments for flame retardancy, despite the low LOI of only 22.5%.
A balanced charring capability is primarily responsible for this
excellent flame retardancy. The addition of TP-g-lignin makes
PLA possess a superior UV-shielding property regardless of the
chemical composition, and all PLA composites show a high
UPF value above 60 due to abundant aromatic rings in the
lignin backbone. More importantly, the presence of 5.0 wt % of
TL4 increases the elastic modulus of PLA by ∼26%, while fully
preserving the mechanical strength due to tailored interfacial

compatibility. This work not only provides a novel approach to
synthesize lignin-derived multifunctional additives, significantly
promoting the high-value-added utilization of lignin waste, but
also significantly expands the practical applications of PLA in
the field of packaging, electronics, automobiles, and so forth by
improving its flame retardancy and UV-blocking performances,
ultimately contributing to creating a sustainable society.
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